We prove that a binary geometry of rank n {n > 2) not containing M(Ky and F-, (respectively, M(K5) and C10) as a minor has at most 3/i -3 (respectively, 4« -5) points. Here, M(K5) is the cycle geometry of the complete graph on five vertices, F-, the Fano plane, and C10 a certain rank 4 ten-point geometry containing the dual Fano plane F* as a minor. Our technique is elementary and uses the notion of a bond graph. From these results, we deduce upper bounds on the critical exponents of these geometries.
1. Introduction. If a binary combinatorial geometry (or simple matroid) of rank zz does not contain certain geometries as minors, how many points (as a function of « ) can it have? In this paper, we answer this question for binary geometries not containing (a) M(K5) and £7, and (b) M(Ki) and C10, where C10 is a binary geometry with 10 points containing £7* as a subgeometry. Our approach is elementary. It uses the notion of a bond graph which gives a way of visualising the incidence relations of lines in a binary geometry relative to a copoint. From our main results, we deduce upper bounds on the critical exponents of these geometries.
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of combinatorial geometries or matroids as set forth in [4, 17, or 18] . To clarify our terminology, let G be a finite geometric lattice. If S is the set of points (or rank one flats) in G, the lattice structure of G induces the structure of a geometry, also denoted by G, on S. The size \G\ of the geometry G is the number of points in G. Let £ be a subset of S. The deletion of T from G is the geometry on the point set S \ T obtained by restricting G to the subset S\T. The contraction G/T of G by T is the geometry induced by the geometric lattice [T,l] on the set S' of all flats in G covering T.
(Here, T is the closure of T, and Î is the maximum of the lattice G.) Thus, by definition, the contraction of a geometry is always a geometry-indeed, it is isomorphic to the simplification of the matroid G/T as defined, say, in [17, p. 62] . A geometry which can be obtained from G by deletions and contractions is called a minor of G.
For ready reference, we note here several elementary facts about binary geometries. We shall often regard a binary geometry as a set of nonzero vectors over GF (2) .
(1.1) A three-point Une in a binary geometry is modular. In particular, it is either contained in a copoint or intersects it at exactly one point.
(1.2) A binary geometry is affine (i.e. contained in the complement of a hyperplane) if and only if all its circuits have even cardinality at least 4. An affine binary geometry of rank « has at most 2"_1 points.
(1.3) Let {a,b,c,d} and {a,b,c,e) be subsets of points in a binary affine geometry. Then at least one of these subsets is independent.
The proofs of (1.1) and (1.2) are standard. To prove (1.3), suppose that both {a,b,c, d] and {a,b,c,e) are dependent. By (1.2), they are both circuits. As symmetric differences of circuits are dependent in a binary geometry, {d, e} is dependent, contradicting our assumption that G is a geometry.
We turn now to graphs. A graph A is said to be a subgraph of the graph T if the vertex and edge set of A are subsets of the vertex and edge set of T. If Q is a subset of vertices of T, the subgraph T\Q induced by Q is the graph on the vertex set Q and edge set all the edges of T with both endpoints in Q. A subgraph A is an edge subgraph of T if the vertex set of A equals the vertex set of T. Let T and A be graphs. Then A is said to be a topological T if A can be obtained from T by subdividing edges. The vertices in A which are also vertices in T are called base vertices. If T is a graph, we denote by M(T) its cycle geometry.
Finally, we remark that we shall always use the word "connected" when applied to a graph to mean connected as a graph, the word "circuit" to mean a minimal dependent set in a geome'ry, and the word "cycle" to mean a simple closed path in a graph.
2. Minor-closed classes and their growth rates. A class of geometries is a collection of geometries closed under isomorphism. A class # is said to be minor-closed if G g <€ and H is a minor of G => // g <^. Examples of minor-closed classes are readily obtained by excluding certain geometries as minors. More precisely, let {Ma} be a (possibly infinite) set of geometries. The class Sa>(Ma) = [G:G does not contain any of the geometries Ma as minors} is obviously a minor-closed class. Conversely, any minor-closed class is of this form -simply exclude all the geometries not in it! Let ^bea class of geometries. The size function h(<é', «), or briefly, «(«), of ^ is the partial function defined on the nonnegative integers by h(<#,n) = max{|G|: G G <«i andrank(G) = «} if ^ contains a geometry of rank « and the maximum exists; it is undefined otherwise.
Often, it is more convenient to work with the growth rate g(%', n), or briefly, g(n), of <£ defined by g(^,n) = hC$,n) -h(<$,n -1).
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The maximum growth rate g(C€) is the integer max^«,^): 1 < n < oo}, if it exists, and is said to be infinite otherwise.
As we shall be concerned exclusively with binary geometries in this paper, we shall adopt the convention that Sx(Ma) is the class of binary geometries not containing Ma as minors; that is, by Tutte's characterization of binary geometries, we implicitly add L42, the four-point line, to our list of excluded minors.
In order to state our main results, we need to describe four binary geometries. The first three are quite familiar, but the fourth makes its debut here.
(2.1) M(K5). This is the cycle geometry of K5, the complete graph on five vertices. We shall often identify this geometry with its natural representation as the 10-element set of all binary four-dimensional vectors with exactly one or exactly two nonzero coordinates.
(2.2) £7. This is the Fano plane and can be represented by the seven-element set of all nonzero binary three-dimensional vectors.
(2.3) £7*. This is the orthogonal dual of £7. It is of rank 4 and can be represented by any seven four-dimensional vectors in affine binary space of rank 4 (or dimension 3).
(2.4) C10. This is most easily described as the binary geometry obtained from the natural representation of M(K5) by removing the vector (0,1,1,0) and replacing it with (1,1,1,0). It is, of course, a nongraphic geometry. C10 contains £7* as a subgeometry. To see this, observe that the three vectors (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0), and (1,0,0,1) are independent, and their linear span contains no other vector in C10. Hence, they form a copoint of size 3. The complement of this copoint is an affine geometry of rank 4 containing seven points and is isomorphic to £7*.
The main results can now be stated.
(2.5) Theorem. Let g(n) be the growth rate of êv(M(K5), F-,). Then for « > 3, g(«) = 3.
(2.6) Theorem. Let g(n) be the growth rate of Sa>(M(Ks),Cx0). Then for n > 3, g(n) = 4.
The proofs of these theorems use the notion of a bond graph, the subject of §4. From (2.4), (2.6), and the fact that <ax(M(Ks), £7*) contains £7, we obtain (2.7) Corollary.
The maximum growth rate of Sa>(M(Ki), £7*) is 4. This is not the most precise result possible. Using Seymour's decomposition theory, we shall obtain the precise growth rate of S'x(M(K5), Ff) in §9.
3. Uniform critical exponents. In this section, we explore the connection between growth rates and the critical problem. Let G be a geometry representable over the finite field GF(<7) and choose a representation of G as a set of vectors in a finite dimensional vector space V over GF(¿¡r). The critical exponent e(G) is the smallest positive integer for which there exist e(G) hyperplanes Hx, H2,..., He(G) of V such that Hx n H2 n • • • r\He(C) n G = 0.
Equivalently, e(G) is the smallest integer such that G is the union of e(G) affine subgeometries. The critical exponent does not depend on the choice of representation of G as a set of vectors, only on q, the order of the field GY(q), and the structure of G as a geometry. For further details, see [4, Chapter 16 or 17, p. 273] .
If # is a class of geometries representable over G¥(q), its uniform critical exponent e(^) is defined by e(V) = max{e(G): Ge?) if the maximum exists (and is finite), and is infinite if the maximum does not exist. The uniform critical exponent and growth rate are related by the following result.
(3.1) Lemma. Let t> be a class of geometries representable over GF(q) closed under subgeometries (only\). Suppose its size function h(n) satisfies h(n) < en for some integer c. Then, e(fé') < c. In other words, the uniform critical exponent is at most the maximum growth rate.
Proof. The technique used is a direct generalization of Jaeger's proof of the eight-flow theorem [9, proof of Proposition 8, p. 211]. Let G be a geometry in %'. Since # is closed under subgeometries, we have, for all subgeometries H of G, \H\ < crank(//).
By the matroid partition theorem [7 or 17, p . 365], G can be partitioned into c independent sets. Since independent sets are affine, G is the union of c affine subgeometries. Hence, e(G) < c. D
From this lemma and our earlier results on growth rates, we obtain (3.2) Theorem, (a) e(Sx(M(Ki), £7)) = 3. Proof. The upper bounds follow from (3.1), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7). Equality in (a)
follows from the existence of a cographic geometry (e.g. the cocycle geometry of the Petersen graph) with critical exponent 3. Similarly, the lower bounds in (b) and (c) are attained by £7. D In fact, as was shown by Walton and Welsh [16] , e(cfv(M(K5), F*)) = 3. In addition, they also proved that e(Sx(M(Ki), £7)) = 3. Their proof uses Seymour's decomposition theory (cf. §9) and does not shed any light on the exact value of e(^(M(K5),Cl0)).
We end with a conjecture. Let % be a minor-closed class of geometries representable over G¥(q). Then the uniform critical exponent is finite if and only if the maximum growth rate is finite. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use geometry G. By (1.1), the third point y, if it is in G, is uniquely determined by a and b and is necessarily in the copoint x. We label the edge {a, b) by y and use the notation l(a, b) = y.
We first derive several simple consequences of the definition. Proof. The vertex set of T(x,G) is contained in the complement of the hyperplane spanned by the copoint x. Hence, it is an affine subgeometry of G. The first assertion now follows from (1.2).
The second assertion follows from taking the symmetric differences of the circuits We next study the behaviour of bond graphs under deletion and contraction. Proof. Let u be the set of points in x occurring as the label of an edge with both endpoints in £, and let H be the subgeometry of G consisting of the points in £ U u. We claim that T(jc, G)|£ equals the bond graph T(u, H). As it is evident that u is closed in H, it suffices to show that r(u) = r(H) -1. Let a be any vertex in £. Since T(x, G)|£ is connected, there exists a simple path from a to any other vertex in £. By (4.1)(b), the set u U {a} spans H. From this we deduce that r(u) = r(H)-l. In addition, observe that since b f¡ x, the line b V a is not contained in x/a. From these observations, we conclude that the vertices in T(x,G)//a can be naturally identified with the vertices of T(x/a, G/a).
We next consider the edges of T(x,G)//a. Let {b V a,c V a) be an edge in T(x, G)//a.
Since T(x, G) is obtained by contracting edges labelled by a, there exist points b' < b V a and c' < c V a such that {b',c'} is an edge in T(x, G). We label {b V a,c v a) by the line l(b',c') V a. We need to check that this labelling is consistent.
Suppose that b" < b V a and c" < c V a are two other points such that {b", c"} is an edge in T(x,G). Our final result relates the minimum degree in a bond graph of a geometry of maximum size in a minor-closed class to the growth rate.
(4.6) Lemma. Let % be a minor-closed class of binary geometries with size function h(n) and growth rate g(n). Let G be a geometry in <€ of rank « and maximum size «(«), and x a copoint in G. Then every vertex of the bond graph T(x, G) has degree at least g(n) -1.
Proof. Let a be any point in the complement of x. The contraction G/a is a geometry of rank « -1 in #. Hence, G/a has at most h(n -1) points; that is, there are at most «(« -1) lines in G covering the point a. Thus, there must be at least
three-point lines covering a. In each of these three-point lines, a and another point are not in x, and the third point is in x (see (1.1)). We conclude that the vertex a is joined to at least g(«) -1 other vertices in T(x, G). □ 5. Series-parallel networks. The proofs of the main theorems, although simple in structure, require the consideration of many cases. In order to clarify the basic ideas, it may be worthwhile to consider as a test case the simpler (but still nontrivial) problem of determining the maximum growth rate of <Sx(M(K^)). Naturally, this section may be skipped by the impatient reader.
(5.1) Theorem. The growth rate g(n) of Sx(M(KA)) equals 2 for n ^ 2.
Proof using the bond graph. We first show that the maximum growth rate of (A/(AT4))isatmost2.
Let ^ be a minor-closed class of binary geometries with maximum growth rate at least 3. Then ^ contains M(K4).
The proof of (5.2) consists of three main steps. The first step is to observe that, by (4.6), there exists a bond graph T(x,G) with G in ^ such that every vertex in T(x,G) has degree at least 2.
In the second step, we recall an (almost obvious) fact from extremal graph theory. (5.2.1) Let T be a graph in which every vertex has degree at least 2. Then T contains a cycle.
From this, we conclude that there exists a bond graph T(x,G) with G in ĉ ontaining a cycle.
In the third step, we consider, among all such bond graphs containing cycles, bond graphs T(x, G) which are minimal in the sense that T(x, G) contains the smallest possible number of vertices and edges. Proof. By minimality, T(x,G) is a cycle; otherwise, by (4.3) or (4.4), vertices or edges can be deleted. Let T(x, G) be the cycle on the vertices a0, ax,..., an_x with edges {a" ai+l), the subscripts being taken modulo «. Suppose that « > 5. Then, as (i) l(ai,ai+x)4= l(ai+x, ai+2) (by (4.1)(d)) and (ii) l(a¡, ai+x) * /(fl/+2,fli+3) (otherwise, by (4.2), {a,, a/+3} is an edge, contradicting « > 5), there are at least three distinct edge labels in T(x,G). Thus, if a is an edge label, the graph T(x, G)//a is still a cycle. Hence, by (4.5), T(x/a,G/a) is a bond graph containing a cycle with fewer vertices than T(x, G), contradicting minimality.
We conclude that « = 3 or 4. If « = 3, then (a) holds. If « = 4 but the edges are labelled by distinct labels, then one of the edge labels can be contracted to yield a cycle with three vertices, contradicting minimality. Hence, two edges, which by (4. has at most 2« -3 edges. Alternatively, we can use the related theorem of Duffin [6] , stating that a graph not containing M(K4) as a subcontraction is a series-parallel network, and verify that a series-parallel network with no multiple edges on « vertices can have at most 2« -3 edges. D 6. Two results from extremal graph theory. In §8, we shall need two results from extremal graph theory. These results guarantee the existence of certain topological subgraphs in a graph provided that the minimum degree is sufficiently high. The first result is a classic theorem of Dirac [5, p. 67 ].
(6.1) Theorem. Let T be a graph with minimum degree at least 3. Then T contains a topological K4 as a subgraph.
The second result (which we shall not state in its full generality) is due to Pelikan License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6.2) Theorem. Let T be a graph with minimum degree at least 4. Then T contains a topological KJ as a subgraph. Here, K$ is the graph obtained from K5, the complete graph on 5 vertices, by removing an edge.
7. Some small binary geometries. The following lemma about binary geometries of rank 4 will prove to be very useful in the next section. One way to prove this is to enumerate all the possibilities, of which there are only a finite number. A more satisfying way proceeds via the next three lemmas. Proof. As G = X U Y, the edge label l(u,v) is in X or Y. By symmetry, we may as well assume that it is in X. But, as u, l(u,v), v are collinear, v is also in X, contradicting the last hypothesis. D (7.3.2) There are at least three vertices in X Pi Y. Proof. As the base vertices of the topological K4 are independent and form a subset of rank 4, neither X nor Y contains all the base vertices. Thus, as is easy to check, there are at least three vertex disjoint paths Px, P2, and £3 starting at a base vertex in X and ending in a base vertex in Y. Thinking of the path P¡ as a sequence of vertices, let u¡ be the first vertex in the path to be in Y. We claim that ui is also in X. To see this, observe first that if uj is in fact the first vertex in P¡, then our claim holds trivially. Now suppose that zz, is not in X. Let v¡ be the vertex in P¡ occurring immediately before u¡ in P¡. By our choice of u¡, v¡ is in X but not in Y, while u¡ is in Y but not in X. However, [v¡, «,-} is an edge, contradicting (7.3.1). This proves the claim. The three vertices «,, u2, and u3 are in X n Y. □ Since neither X nor Y contain all the vertices but their union does, we can find a vertex i in I but not in Y and a vertex t in Y but not in X. Now, X and Y are of rank at most 3, and so {zz,, u2, zz3,s} and (zz,, zz2, zz3, ?} are both dependent. But this is impossible by (1.3) . Hence, G does not split. D
The proof of (7.1) is completed by checking the following lemma.
(7.4) Lemma. A binary geometry of rank 4 which has at least 10 points and does not split contains M(K5) or C10 as a subgeometry.
Proof. A binary geometry G of rank 4 with at least 10 points can be obtained by removing a set Gl of at most 5 points from the full binary projective geometry PG(3,2) of rank 4 (or dimension 3). Proof. In PG(3,2), let it be the projective plane obtained by taking the linear span of the affine plane contained in Gc. Let m be the line G C\ it, and let it' and v" be the two other projective planes containing the line m. Then G ç ir' n ir", and G is the union of the two flats Gfnt' and G n it". D Before proceeding to the case analyses, we note that the automorphism group of PG(3,2) is transitive on bases; hence, we may choose coordinates for a basis in any way we wish, subject only to the restriction of linear independence.
We first consider the case when G' has exactly five points. If Gc has rank 3, then it contains an affine plane. Thus, as G does not split, we can assume that G' has rank 4. There are two possibilities.
(7.4.2) Gc contains a three-point line. As Gc has rank 4, this line is the only three point line in Gc. Choose as coordinates for the points in the line (0,1,1,0), (1,0,1,1), and (1,1,0,1). There are two remaining points in G', and we may choose them to be (1,1,1,1) and (0,1,1,1 ). From this, we see that G is isomorphic to Cx0.
As Gc contains no affine plane, it cannot contain a circuit of size 4. Hence, we have one more case.
(7.4.3) G' contains no circuits of size 3 or 4. We may choose (1,1,1,0), (1,1,0,1), (1,0,1,1), and (0,1,1,1) , the four vectors with exactly three nonzero coordinates, to be four of the points in Gc. As the fifth point does not form a circuit of size 3 or 4 with these four points, it can only be the vector (1,1,1,1) . Thus, G is isomorphic to M(K5).
When G' has three or four points, there are again two possibilities: Gc contains a three-point line, in which case G contains C10, or, G' is independent, in which case G contains M(K5). The proofs are similar to those in (7.4.2) and (7.4.3). When G' has 0,1, or 2 points, similar analyses show that G contains both C10 and M(K5). D This completes the proof of (7.1). D For later use, we describe here in greater detail the geometries with 12 points occurring in the previous proof.
(7.5) The binary geometries C12 and D12 are the two nonisomorphic binary geometries of rank 4 with 12 points. The geometry C12 is obtained by removing from PG(3,2) a three-point line. This geometry does not contain M(K5) as a minor. To see this, observe that C12, having the same rank as M(K5), must contain M(K5) as a subgeometry. However, C12 has critical exponent 2 (by construction), while M(K5) has critical exponent 3. The geometry Dn is obtained by removing from PG(3,2) an independent set of size 3. Dl2 contains M(K5) as a subgeometry.
Another result we shall need is the following.
(7.6) Lemma. Let T(x,G) be a bond graph such that (a) T(x,G) contains a topological K4, and (b) the base vertices of the topological K4 form a spanning set of the geometry G. Then G contains M(K5) or £7 as a minor.
Proof. If the base vertices of the topological K4 form an independent set, then, by (7.1), G contains M(K5) or C10. But C10 contains £7 as a contraction. If the base vertices are dependent, then they form an affine plane by (4.1). Hence, by (b) , there are no other vertices. It is now easy to check that G is isomorphic to £7. D 8. Proofs. We are finally ready to give the proofs of (2.5) and (2.6). These proofs are very similar, and only the more intricate proof of (2.6) will be given in detail.
To prove (2.6), we first show that the maximum growth rate of tfa?(M(K5), C10) is at most 4. Proof. A subgraph of a bond graph T(x, G) is said to be an independent topological K4 if it is a topological K4 whose base vertices form an independent set in G. As long as at least one endpoint of a transverse edge is not a base vertex, the edge can be contracted graphically, and A would remain a topological ÀT4 with base vertices a, b, c, d. Unfortunately, this is not true of crossing edges. The rest of our proof is devoted to considering crossing edges. In all the case analyses to follow, our aim is to prove I. zz is a base vertex and v is a nonbase vertex on a path between base vertices not containing u.
II. u and v are not base vertices and are on two paths between base vertices sharing a common base vertex.
III. u and v are not base vertices and are on two disjoint paths between base vertices.
We shall first consider the case when (B) there is a crossing edge of type I. By relabelling, we may assume that the crossing edge is of the form {b, u} where u is a vertex on the path from c to d (see Figure 1) . Our first step is to show that certain paths in A consist of single edges. Proof. We first observe that {b, c, d, u} is independent. To see this, suppose it is dependent. Then, as {b, u} is an edge, {c, d ) is also an edge by (4.2). Thus, if the vertex zz is deleted, T(x, G) would still contain an independent topological K4, contradicting minimality. Now, b, c, d, u are the base vertices of an independent topological K4 not using any of the edges in the path from a to b. Comparing the number of edges in this K4 and in A, we conclude that ( a, b} must be an edge by Condition D. D
We shall use the argument in the proof of (8.4) repeatedly and refer to it as the single edge argument. 
U
Our next result shows that crossing edges of the form {b, v} are distributed in a "nice" way in T(x, G). The proof is similar to that of (8.9.1), except that we contract by l(b, d). Consider the crossing edge {b, v) labelled by a. As l(b,v) = /(zz,, zz, + 1), b, zz,, uj+f, v are coplanar. Since {b, u¡) is an edge, [uj+x, v) is also an edge by (4.2). As there are no crossing edges of types II or III and T(x, G) is minimal, v must equal ui+2. Hence, {b, ui + 2) is an edge labelled by a. Finally, by (4.2), l(b,u{) = l(ul + l, ul + 2). This completes the proof of (8.9). D Now {b,c} is an edge and so, by (8.9), {b, u2) is also an edge. Continuing this argument, we obtain (8.8).
Using the argument in the proof of (8.8), we also obtain What are the other copoints above ml One of them is z -m V a. it is in z. Hence, y = l(uk,uk + l) is in z. Since y is an edge label, y G x, and so, y G x A z = m, contradicting our choice of m. D From (8.12), we conclude that there is a third copoint y = m V uk + l above m. As G is binary, x, y, and z are all the copoints above m.
To finish Case B, we shall prove (8.13) Proposition.
The bond graph T(y, G) contains an independent topological K4 but has strictly fewer vertices than T(x, G).
Proof. Consider the bond graph T(y, G). As the set z \ m of points in z but not in m is contained in both xc and y'\ the vertices in z\m are common to both T(x,G) and T(y,G). Further, if 5 and t are in z\m, then the third point on the line s V t (if it is in G) is in m. We have thus proved (8.13.1) The induced subgraphs T(x,G)\z\m and T(y,G)\z\m are identical as labelled graphs. In particular, T(y,G) contains A~ as a subgraph.
Next, we show that there is a path from c to d in T(y, G) containing no vertices from A~ other than c and d. Recall that the path from c to d in T(x, G) is of the form c = u0,ux,...,um = d with {b,u2j} an edge for 0 < 2z < zzz. Let a2l■ = l (b,u2l) . In the sequence u0,ux,...,um of vertices, let u2J{0), u2J(l),..., be the subsequence of vertices which has an even subscript and is in z. Note that u2j{Q) = c, the last vertex in the subsequence is um = d, and the vertices in this subsequence, being in z, are vertices in both T(x, G) and T(y, G). Proof. Observe first that the "interior" even subscripted vertices u2Hp)+2, u2Jip) + 4,..., u2j(p)_2, in the "old" path in T(x,G) are not in z. As they are vertices in T(x,G), they are not in x. Hence, they must be in y\m. From this, we deduce three easy consequences. But, it is easy to check that {"2yo,)>«2y</,)+2} is an edge labelled by u2J{p)+1, {a2A,)+2>*2j{,)+3) is an edge labelled by u2j(p)+4, {"2j(p)+3><*2jtp)+4) is an edge labelled by u2Jlp)+2, {«2y(,+i)-2.«2y(i+i)} is an edge labelled by u2Jtp+X)_x (see Figure 3) . This completes the proof of (8. Now, by (8.8), l(b, uk + 2) = l(uk, uk + 1) = y, and so l(b, uk + 2) g x\m. As b g z\*n, this implies uk + 2 g y \ m. Thus, there exists an even subscripted vertex not in the subsequence w2y(i)> M2y<2)'_Hence, the hypothesis of (8.13.3) holds for some j(p). Since the "new" path (f) in T(y,G) given in (8.13.3) has two fewer vertices than the "old" path in T(x,G), we conclude that the number of vertices in T(y,G) is strictly less than the number of vertices in T(x, G). This completes the proof of Next, we consider the case when (C) there is a crossing edge {u,v} of type II but no crossing edges of type I.
By relabelling, we may assume that u is a vertex on the path from c to b, and u a vertex on the path from c to d (see Figure 1) . We shall first show that certain paths in A are in fact edges.
(8.14) Lemma, {a, b), {a, d), {c, u), (c, v), and [b,d] Proof. Let {s, t} be a crossing edge of type II. By (8.14), 5 and t are on paths from c to a, b, or d. Using the argument in (8.14), {c,s] and {c,t} are edges. Hence, by minimality, {s, t} either equals {iz, v} or shares one endpoint with {u, v}. By symmetry, we may assume that [s, t} = {zz, /}, where t is a vertex on the path from c to a. Now suppose {c,t,u,v} is independent. Then it forms the base vertices of an independent topological K4 not using the vertex b, contradicting minimality. On the other hand, if [c,t,u,v] is dependent, then {t, v} is an edge by (4.2). Further, {a, t, u, v} is independent and forms the base vertices of a topological K4 not using Let these edges be {zz, v} and {s, t} and suppose that they are as shown in Figure   4a . (8.17) Lemma. The following sets of points are coplanar: {a,c,s,u}, {a,c,t,v}, and {s, t, u, v).
Proof. It suffices to show that these sets are dependent. If [a, c, s, u) is independent, then it forms the base vertices of an independent topological AT4 not using the vertex d. This topological AT4 is shown by the thicker lines in Figure 4a . As T(x,G) is minimal, {a,c, s, u) must be dependent. Similarly, {a,c,t,v} is also dependent. Finally, {s,t,u,v} is dependent because it is the symmetric difference of two circuits in a binary geometry. D (8.18) Lemma. {a,c} is an edge.
Proof. Since u, v, s, t are coplanar, {d, u, v, t) is an independent set. In addition, d, u, t, v are the base vertices of a topological AT4 not using any of the edges in the paths from a to c and b to s. This topological AT4 is shown by the thicker lines in Figure 4b . Thus, by the single edge argument, {a, c} and {b, s) are both edges. D To finish Case (Dl), observe that since {a, c, s, u] is coplanar and [a, c) is an edge, {s, u) is also an edge by (4.2). But {s, u} is a crossing edge of Type II, contradicting our assumption. Thus, Case (Dl) is impossible.
There remains the case when (D2) all the crossing edges of type III are incident on the same pair of paths between base vertices.
We may suppose that the pair of paths are the paths from a to b and c to d. Proof. Suppose not. On the path from a to b, let u be the first vertex incident on a crossing edge {zz, v} having a label a not in {a,b,c,d}, and let s be the last vertex incident on a crossing edge {s, t) (see Figure 5a for an example). Consider the bond graph T(x/a,G/a).
By (4.6), it contains one of the subgraphs shown in It follows from (1) that the growth rate g(n) of Sx(M(Ks), C10) equals 4 for « > 3.
This completes the proof of (2.6).
We turn now to the proof of (2.5). As in the earlier proof, we first prove (8.21) Theorem. Let ^ be a minor-closed class of binary geometries with maximum growth rate at least 4. Then <€ contains M(K5) or £7.
Sketch of Proof. Proceed as in the proof of (8.1) using Dirac's theorem (6.1) and (7. then G is isomorphic to M(K6) or DX2, and (b) if a bond graph T(x,G) is a K222 and G has rank 4, then G is isomorphic to C12. Using (10.4) to settle (10.3) would entail developing techniques to use results about subcontractions (rather than results about topological subgraphs) from extremal graph theory to solve growth rate problems. Such a development would be of great interest in its own right.
